Mixed culture kinetics of stringent and relaxed Escherichia coli cells in glucose-limited chemostat.
The mixed culture kinetics of stringent and relaxed Escherichia coli cells were investigated in a glucose-limited chemostat at different dilution rates. Independent of the dilution rate the stringent cells competed out the relaxed cells. But the number of generations necessary for displaying the relaxed cells by the stringent ones increased with increasing dilution rate. The results are discussed as a consequence of the regulatory role of guanosine-5'-diphosphate-3'-diphosphate (ppGpp) which is known to be present at different concentrations in stringent and relaxed cells under conditions of nutrient limitation. In addition, it is postulated that the coefficient of the maintenance metabolism according to PIRT (1965) is slower in stringent cells than in relaxed cells of E. coli.